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Introductory Message 

For the facilitator: 

Welcome to the Personal Development for Grade 11/12 Self-Learning Module (SLM) 

on Developing the Whole Person! 

This module was collaboratively designed, developed and reviewed by educators 

both from public and private institutions to assist you, the teacher or facilitator in 

helping the learners meet the standards set by the K to 12 Curriculum while 

overcoming their personal, social, and economic constraints in schooling.  

This learning resource hopes to engage the learners into guided and independent 

learning activities at their own pace and time. Furthermore, this also aims to help 

learners acquire the needed 21st century skills while taking into consideration 

their needs and circumstances. 

In addition to the material in the main text, you will also see this box in the body of 

the module: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a facilitator you are expected to orient the learners on how to use this module. 

You also need to keep track of the learners' progress while allowing them to 

manage their own learning. Furthermore, you are expected to encourage and assist 

the learners as they do the tasks included in the module.    

For the learner: 

Welcome to the Personal Development for Grade 11/12 Self-Learning Module (SLM) 

on Developing the Whole Person! 

The hand is one of the most symbolized part of the human body. It is often used to 

depict skill, action and purpose. Through our hands we may learn, create and 

accomplish. Hence, the hand in this learning resource signifies that you as a 

learner is capable and empowered to successfully achieve the relevant 

competencies and skills at your own pace and time. Your academic success lies in 

your own hands! 

This module was designed to provide you with fun and meaningful opportunities 

for guided and independent learning at your own pace and time. You will be 

enabled to process the contents of the learning resource while being an active 

learner. 

 

Notes to the Teacher 

This contains helpful tips or strategies 

that will help you in guiding the learners. 
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This module has the following parts and corresponding icons: 

 
What I Need to Know  

 

This will give you an idea of the skills or 

competencies you are expected to learn in 

the module.  

 
What I Know  

 

This part includes an activity that aims to 

check what you already know about the 

lesson to take. If you get all the answers 

correct (100%), you may decide to skip this 

module.  

 
What’s In 

 

This is a brief drill or review to help you link 

the current lesson with the previous one. 

 
What’s New 

 

In this portion, the new lesson will be 

introduced to you in various ways such as a 

story, a song, a poem, a problem opener, an 

activity or a situation. 

 
What is It 

 

This section provides a brief discussion of 

the lesson. This aims to help you discover 

and understand new concepts and skills. 

 
What’s More 

 

This comprises activities for independent 

practice to solidify your understanding and 

skills of the topic. You may check the 

answers to the exercises using the Answer 

Key at the end of the module. 

 
What I Have Learned 

 

This includes questions or blank 

sentence/paragraph to be filled in to process 

what you learned from the lesson. 

 
What I Can Do 

 

This section provides an activity which will 

help you transfer your new knowledge or 

skill into real life situations or concerns. 

 
Assessment 

 

This is a task which aims to evaluate your 

level of mastery in achieving the learning 

competency.  

 
Additional Activities 

 

In this portion, another activity will be given 

to you to enrich your knowledge or skill of 

the lesson learned. This also tends retention 

of learned concepts. 

 
Answer Key 

 

This contains answers to all activities in the 

module. 
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At the end of this module you will also find: 

 

The following are some reminders in using this module: 

1. Use the module with care. Do not put unnecessary mark/s on any part of 

the module. Use a separate sheet of paper in answering the exercises. 

2. Don’t forget to answer What I Know before moving on to the other activities 

included in the module. 

3. Read the instruction carefully before doing each task. 

4. Observe honesty and integrity in doing the tasks and checking your 

answers.  

5. Finish the task at hand before proceeding to the next. 

6. Return this module to your teacher/facilitator once you are through with it. 

If you encounter any difficulty in answering the tasks in this module, do not 

hesitate to consult your teacher or facilitator. Always bear in mind that you are 

not alone. 

We hope that through this material, you will experience meaningful learning 

and gain deep understanding of the relevant competencies. You can do it! 

 

What I Need to Know 

 

Hello there! Welcome to the first module of this subject Personal Development as a 

Senior High student, I know you already gained previous knowledge, skills and 

technique in developing your personality, enhancing your self-esteem and 

increasing your self-confidence. In this module, you will be introduced to the new 

lesson which aims to deepen your understanding about yourself and to identify and 

discuss the relationships among physiological, cognitive, psychological, spiritual, 

and social development that will help you understand your own thoughts, feelings 

and behaviours. It will also guide you in assessing your own beliefs about holistic 

development, help you assess yourself in order to develop all aspects of yourself 

and believe that “one cannot have everything". 

This module covers multitude of activities that asks for your active engagement. 

This will give you the chance to evaluate your own thoughts, feelings, and 

behaviour. It aims to show or illustrate to you the connections between thoughts, 

feelings, and behaviours in actual life situations and realize that all these aspects 

are working together as one.  Enjoy, learn and grow though this module. 

References This is a list of all sources used in 

developing this module. 
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At the end of this lesson, you are expected to illustrate the connections between 

thoughts, feelings, and behaviours in a person’s holistic development. 

(EsP-PD11/12DWPIb-2.1, EsP-PD11/12DWPIb-2.2, EsP-PD11/12DWPIc-2.3). 

Specifically, you should be able to: 

1. Identify the aspects  of personal development; 
2. Discuss the relationship among physiological, cognitive, 

psychological, spiritual, and social development towards 
understanding the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors;  

3. Evaluate own thoughts, feelings, and behaviors; and  
4. Show connections between thoughts, feelings, and behaviors in 

actual life situations.  
 

 

 

 

What I Know 

 
Hello! Before you begin this module, answer this test to find out what you already 
know about the lesson you are about to take. Encircle the letter of your answer. 
 
1. Which developmental aspect is tangible and obvious? 

a. Body/ Physical aspect  c. Emotional Aspect 
b. Cognitive/ mental Aspects d. Social Aspects 

 
2. Which aspects are most feared aspect of the self, as individuals are reluctant 

and not prepared to manage them? 
a. Body/ Physical aspect  c. Emotional Aspect 
b. Cognitive/ mental Aspects d. Social Aspects 

 
3. Which aspect refers to patterns of thinking which includes reasoning, ability to 

learn, remembering and solving problems? 
a. Body/ Physical aspect  c. Emotional Aspect 
b. Cognitive/ Mental Aspects d. Social Aspects 

 
4. Which aspects of self affects your state of being, and are very important in 

dealing with people and events? 
a. Body/ Physical aspect  c. Emotional Aspect 
b. Cognitive/ mental Aspects d. Social Aspects 

 
5.  Which type of development refers to different aspect of the individual –mental, 

emotional, social and spiritual- are in harmony or balanced? 
a. Holistic Development  c. Partially Development 
b. Human Development  d. Adolescence Development 

 
6. Which aspects are related to your sense?  

a. Interactional/Social aspects c. Sensual Aspects 
b. Nutritional Aspects  d.  Contextual Aspects 
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7. Which aspects are related to your relationship with other people, peers, friends 

or family? 
a. Interactional/Social aspects c. Sensual Aspects 
b. Nutritional Aspects  d.  Contextual Aspects 

 
8. Which aspect refers to your reaction to light, temperature, space, weather, 

colors, sound and seasons and your impact on the environment? 
a. Sensual Aspect   c. Interactional Aspect 
b. Contextual Aspects  d. Nutritional Aspect 

 

9. Which aspects are related to how you keep yourself healthy by managing the 
food you take and taking exercise? 

a. Sensual Aspect   c. Spiritual Aspects 
b. Contextual Aspects  d. Nutritional Aspect 

 

10.  Which aspects are related to your feelings about yourself and 
organized religion, reactions about your spiritual connections to others, 
feelings about your spiritual development and history, and thought about 

your metaphysical self? 
a. Sensual Aspect   c. Spiritual Aspects 
b. Contextual Aspects  d. Nutritional Aspect 

 
11.   The following are Aspects of Development. Which of the following is NOT the 

aspect of development. 
a. Physical Aspect   c. Spiritual Aspect 
b. Holistic Aspect   d. Nutritional Aspect 

 

12. Which statement best shows the Power of Triad? 

 
a. The mind learns what to do and communicates the information to 

the body and the feelings. What the mind believes, the body 

manifests or acts on, and the emotions feel, or respond with. 
 

b. The emotion learns what to do and communicates the information 

to the mind and the body. What the emotion feels, the body 
manifests or acts on, and the mind believes, or respond with. 

 
 

c. The body learns what to do and communicates the information to 

the mind and the feelings. What the mind believes, the mind 
manifests or believe on, and the emotions feel, or respond with. 

 
d. None of the above 
 

13. Which statement best describe the nature of  holistic development? 
a. In holistic development all aspects are in balanced, work 

harmoniously and are given equal attention or importance for 

improvement. 
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b. In holistic development mental aspect is given much attention and 
importance than other aspects. 

 

 
c. In holistic development Physical aspects is the focused of the 

development. 
 
d. Holistic development all aspects are given but NOT equal attention. 

  
14. The story of “The Two Wolves”. Which characteristics are represent by 

the white wolf? 
a. Love, serenity, humility, kindness and benevolence  
b. Self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, and lies 

c. Self-pity, guilt, resentment, kindness and benevolence 
d. Serenity, humility, kindness and lies 

 

15. The story of “The Two Wolves”. Which characteristics are represent by 
the black wolf? 

a. Love, serenity, humility, kindness and benevolence  
b. Self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, and lies 
c. Self-pity, guilt, resentment, kindness and benevolence 

d. Serenity, humility, kindness and lies 
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Lesson 

1 
Developing the Whole Person 

 

 

Human development is a complex process. It is the development of physical, 

emotional, mental, spiritual and all other aspects. And all these aspects must be 

given equal attention to be holistically develop. 

 Holistic development is where all aspects are in balanced, work 

harmoniously and are given equal attention or importance for improvement. A 

holistic development is not an overnight project but instead it must be seen as a 

lifelong project a person has to undertake.  Wholeness is a transcendental life goal. 

It is a long life pursuit. Emeth and Green hut (1991) wrote that we are on pilgrims 

on a journey towards wholeness and fullness of life. It is an ideal human goal given 

its good implication to the total functioning of the individual, as well as meaning to 

life  

 

  Are you ready to begin your journey in this module?  Before you proceed, 

please recall your previous knowledge about Knowing Oneself:  Understanding 

Oneself during Middle and Late Adolescence. I hope you can still remember those. 

Activity 1:  I Remember my Past! 

Instruction: Recall your past lesson which is Knowing Oneself and answer the 

questions below . 

There are some skills that will greatly increase the efficiency of any person 

who owns them.  

1. What are these skills? Enumerate them  in ascending order ( From 

what skills you need to develop more to the skills you need to 

develop less) 

a. _______________________ 

b. _______________________ 

c. _______________________ 

d. _______________________ 

e. _______________________ 

f. _______________________ 

 

What’s In 
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g. _______________________ 



 
 
 

 

 

2. Why is it important to know yourself better? What are the things 

you want to develop and improve within yourself? 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________. 

 

 
It’s great to know that you still remembered your past lesson on Personal 

Effectiveness which includes the skills that you need to develop efficiently. 
 Are you now ready for the new lesson? Grab your pen/pencil, colouring 

materials and other materials. Show your creativity and be excited to explore what 
you will discover about yourself. 
 

Activity 2: Me, Myself and I 
 

Instruction: Provide your best picture. Create your graphic organizer or draw a 
circle on a blank sheet of paper and divide the circle into 8 segments. Put your picture in the 
centre. In each segment write some descriptions of the different aspects of yourself as 
follow. 
 
Note: You can create your own designs as long as it has 8 segment or parts.  

1. Physical Self: Describe yourself. Try not to censor any thoughts 
which come to your mind. Include descriptions of your height, weight, 

facial appearance, and quality of skin, hair and descriptions of body 
areas such as your neck, chest, waist, legs. 
 

2.  Intellectual/Cognitive / Mental Self: Include here an assessment of 
how well you reason and solve problems, your capacity to learn and 
create, your general amount of knowledge, your specific areas of 

knowledge, wisdom you have acquired, and insights you have. 
 

3.  Emotional Self: Write as many words or phrase about typical 
feelings you have, feelings you seldom have, feelings you try to avoid, 
feelings youe specially enjoy, feelings from your past and present, and 

feelings which are associated with each other. 
 

 

What’s New 



 
 
 

 

4.  Sensual Self: Write how you feel as a sensual person. What sense do 
you use most – sight, hearing, speaking, smelling, touching? How do 
you feel about the different ways you take in information - through the 

eyes, ears, mouth, nose, and skin. In what ways do you let 
information in and out of your body? 

 
5.  Interactional/Social Self: Include descriptions of your strengths 

and weaknesses in intimate relationships and relationships to friends, 

family, classmates and strangers in social settings. Describe the 
strengths and weaknesses which your friends and family have 

noticed. Describe what kind of son or daughter, brother or sister you 
are. 
 

6.  Nutritional Self: How do you nourish yourself? What foods do you 
like and dislike? What do you like and dislike about these? 
 

7.  Contextual Self: Descriptors could be in the areas of maintenance of 
your living environment: reaction to light, temperature, space, 

weather, colors, sound and seasons and your impact on the 
environment. 

8.  Spiritual Self or Life Force: Write words or phrases which tell 

about how you feel in this area. This could include your feelings about 
yourself and organized religion, reactions about your spiritual 
connections to others, feelings about your spiritual development and 

history, and thought about your metaphysical self. Think about your 
inner peace and joy. Think about your spiritual regimen or routine. 

  

EXAMPLE :  
 

 



 
 
 

 

How did you find your first activity? Do you find it difficult assessing 
yourself? Did you discover something about yourself that you never recognized or 
appreciated before?  Let us now continue with our lesson.  
 
ASPECTS OF THE SELF  

The self-concept is represented by several aspects of the self. It is conceived 
as collection of multiple, context-dependent selves. This construct believes that 
context activates particular regions of self-knowledge and self-relevant feedback 
affects self-evaluations. A deeper look on the different aspects of self can identify 
specific areas for self-regulation, stability and improvement.  

 

THREE BASIC, BUT VERY DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF THE SELF. 
In a nutshell, an individual is composed of three basic, but very different 

aspects of the self. All three aspects of the self work together in perfect harmony 
when attention is paid to all three simultaneously.  

 

1. Physical Or Tangible Aspects- as they relate to the body (height, 
weight, facial appearance, and quality of skin, hair and descriptions of 

body areas such as your neck, chest, waist, legs) 
➢ Many individuals put a strong emphasis on the physical aspect of 

the self. The body is tangible, obvious, and we respond to it easily. 
More time and money is spent on enhancing the physical 
component than either of the other two aspects. This does not 

mean, however, that the body is healthy or strong. The body 
provides a place to house the spirit (often experienced as feelings) 
and the mind (often experienced as thought). 

 
2. Intellectual And Conscious Aspects  as they relate to the mind 

(include how well you reason and solve problems, your capacity to 
learn and create, your general amount of knowledge, your specific 
areas of knowledge, wisdom you have acquired, and insights you 

have.) 
➢ It may be important to some that their mind can be prominent and 

well educated. The mind is important, as it is the part of the self 
that directs the other two aspects. The mind learns what to do and 
communicates the information to the body and the feelings. What 

the mind believes, the body manifests or acts on, and the emotions 
feel, or respond with. People store both healthy and destructive 
thoughts and beliefs and responds to life's circumstances in the 

most prominent manner. The mind provides access creativity and 
serenity which are necessary for such processes as prayer, 

forgiveness, acceptance, and passion.  
 

3. Emotional and Intuitive Aspects/ Spiritual Self or Life Force as 

they relate to the spirit and feelings 
Emotional relates to  typical feelings you have, feelings you 

seldom have, feelings you try to avoid, feelings you especially enjoy, 

 

What is It 



 
 
 

 

feelings from your past and present, and feelings which are associated 
with each other.  

 This aspects of self affects your state of being, and they 

are very important in dealing with people and events. 
 

Intuitive Aspects/ Spiritual Self or Life Force relates to 
your faith and relationship with the creator Creativity relates to 
your feelings about yourself and organized religion, reactions 

about your spiritual connections to others, feelings about your 
spiritual development and history, and thought about your 

metaphysical self. Think about your inner peace and joy. Think 
about your spiritual regimen or routine.  

 

➢ The human emotions are the most feared aspect of the self, as 
individuals are reluctant and unprepared to manage them. 
Managing feelings is like trying to hold water in the palm of your 

hand. They are illusive and deceptive. A decision made under 
emotional stress and strain usually impacts emotions negatively. 

Negative emotions that are not managed are stored and repressed. 
Repression is destructive to a content self since all feelings, not 
only negative ones are stored away. Accessing feelings when they 

are needed now becomes difficult, leaving the individual numb and 
hopeless.  

 

For instance, a girl realizes that she is giving much attention 

on the physical aspects and less attention on her intellectual self. 

In this way, she can discover how much money and time spent 

maintaining her physique and its consequences in her grades. By 

this honest evaluation of herself, she can plan effective actions to 

improve her study habits. She can start seeking for help and for 

related books to read or browse articles to help her improve her 

study habits.  

Source: http://www.innerwisdom.com/aspect-of-the-self.htm  

 
Additional:  Aspects of Development  

 

Sensual Self Relates to our senses.  

How we use our senses, how we react or receive 
information and in what ways do you let 
information in and out of your body. 

 

Interactional / 

Social Self 

Relates on our relationship with other people 

particularly those with your peers and family.  
Relates about your strength or weaknesses in a 
relationship (as child, siblings, friend or partner). 

Nutritional Self Relates to nutritional status. 
What are the foods you take to keep your body 

healthy? Exercise made? 

http://www.innerwisdom.com/aspect-of-the-self.htm


 
 
 

 

Contextual Self Relates to your reaction to light, temperature, 
space, weather, colours, sound and seasons and 

your impact on the environment.  

 

These other aspect of yourself has also great contribution to your 
holistic development. These must be develop together with the 3 basic 
aspect (physical self, intellectual self, emotional self or aspect). All Eight 

aspects of development should be given equal attention in your 
development to be holistically developed. 

 

Activity 3:  Evaluating the Real me! 
 

Instruction: Based on your previous activity, write about the Eight 

Segments of your development. 
 

1. What are the words or phrases which represent aspects about yourself 
which you like? 

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. What are the items which you consider to be weaknesses or areas for 

improvement? What words which are neutral or factual, such as “5 
feet 4 inches tall, 120 pounds”?  
___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
3. Do some categories have more minus than plus areas? The larger 

proportion of minus to plus areas you have, the more effort will be 
needed to achieve positive self-esteem.  
___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
4. If the vast majority of your minus responses are in one or two areas, 

your self-esteem is likely to be good but has a few self-estimates which 
need to be improved. 
___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
5.  Name some ways in which you can improve the minus areas and 

further enhance the positive aspects.   
___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

You are doing great!  I hope that by this time you know better 
yourself, discover more about yourself that you did not noticed before. I also 
hope that you are now more aware that yourself is not mere physical but 

instead divided into more aspects that works as one, harmoniously within 
you. Each aspects must be given equal attention and must be in balance to 
be holistically develop as person. Assessment of your own aspects of 

development and the ways in which you could improve the different areas 
will help you to be holistically developed.  

Can you think some of reason why other people are holistically 
developed and become successful in their own field? While others give –up 
and end-up unsatisfied and full of regrets? Why other end up dreaming? 

There is no single key to success. It is achievable and it is not magical. 
Success is about the right mind set, emotional resilience and proper 

behaviour. There are many people who become successful. Despite of the 
failures and difficulties they experienced but they end up successful. Some 
of these successful people are our very own Ms’ Universe Pia Alonzo 

Wurtzbach and World Boxing Champion Sen.  Manny Pacquiao.  
 

  

In the next activity, you will read the story of these two successful 
personalities. You will evaluate what are the characteristics they have in 

common and why they become successful in their own field.  
Evaluate their characteristics and yourself using the guide questions 

below.  

Five (5) points each questions. 

 
Activity 5. Read, Discover, Be encouraged: Plan for your success! 

 
Instruction: Read the story of two successful personalities. Discover their 

characteristics and answer the questions below. 

 
1. Manny Pacquiao’s Unbelievable Success Story Will Inspire You  

It’s 1990 in the province of General Santos in the Philippines. Manny 
Pacquiao is 12 years old. Pacquiao often speaks of his debt to his maternal 

uncle, Sardo Mejia, who introduced him to boxing after he dropped out of school. It 

was this moment that would spark an unforeseen passion and drive in Pacquiao to 
be one of the best boxers in the entire world. According to his autobiography, he 
describes watching Mike Tyson’s shocking defeat to James “Buster” Douglas in 
1990 on television with his uncle as an experience that “changed [his] life forever.”  
In his hometown, he set up an open-for-all boxing match and beat every opponent 
who came. He was well on the road of transforming himself from a lanky school 
dropout to a junior boxing champion.  

Despite his success, his family was still living in extreme poverty and 
hunger. They became so desperate to the point that his father had to kill his pet 
dog for dinner. Pacquiao couldn’t forgive his father for what he did so he left home, 
slept on cardboard boxes, and sold bread on the streets just to make a meager 

 

 

 

 
 

What’s More 



 
 
 

 

living. At that point, he also used boxing and won matches for $2 each, as a means 
of escaping poverty.  

He soon moved to Manila and continued winning several boxing matches, 
but given the increased standards of living, he wasn’t making enough to survive. He 
soon got a job at a local gym doing gardening, cleaning and construction while 
boxing on the side. He trained crazily all day and all night when possible, waking 
up the earliest and leaving the gym at the latest possible time. Early on, his 
perseverance and determination to be a part of the boxing world swayed him to 
cheat and add on some weights to meet the featherweight class requirements.  

As the fights got more serious, Pacquiao started getting more famous as well. 
He would beat fighters from South Korea, Japan and Thailand and at the very 
young age of 19, he won his first World Champion title by beating Chatchai 
Sasakul, the reigning World Boxing Council (WBC) World Flyweight Champion at 
that time. The turning point for Pacquiao came when he won against world-class 

featherweight boxer Marco Antonio Barrera at the Alamodome in Texas with a TKO. 
After that fight, he was recognized internationally as a force to be reckoned with. 
Today, at 37, he is one of the most respected boxers. Despite his loss during the 
Mayweather match, he still has won the hearts of many boxing fans both in the 
Philippines and worldwide. His one-of-a-kind story will continue to inspire and it 
will always portray the journey of what millions of Filipinos continue to aspire for.  
Source: https://www.kalibrr.com/advice/2015/05/manny-pacquiao-success-story-willl-inspire-you/  

 

2. The Pia Wurtzbach Success Story  
Pia Alonzo Wurtzbach was crowned “Miss Universe” at the 64th Miss 

Universe 2015 pageant held at Las Vegas, Nevada, USA. She is an actress and 
model of German-Philippine origin. She is Miss Philippines 2015. She symbolizes 
the deadly combination of beauty with brains. Pia is a beauty-writer, chef and 
make-up artist.  

Pia Wurtzbach was born on 24 September 1989 in Stuttgart, Baden- 
Württemberg, Germany. Her father is a German and mother is a Filipino. 

She has a younger sister. She was named in keeping with the Philippines' 
tradition. Her middle name 'Alonzo' is her mother's maiden name. She took 
her secondary education from ABS-CBN Distance Learning School in 

Quezon City. She studied Culinary Arts from the Centre for Asian Culinary 
Studies, San Juan, Metro Manila. Pia ventured into the world of glitz and 

glamour at the tender age of fourteen. She joined an acting and modelling agency 
for children, 'Star Magic Talent'. She got a break in television when she featured in 
K2BU, a series for teenagers, the romance collection, 'Your Song' and the concert 
programme, 'ASAP'. She has acted in films; 'All My Life', 'All About Love' and 'Kung 
Ako Na Lang Sana'. She was the brand ambassador for 'Avon Teen' for a period of 

five years. She has graced the cover of several prestigious fashion magazines. She 
writes for the 2bU column of 'Inquirer Lifestyle'. She is popular as Pia Romero, her 

screen name. Pia is a pageant title-holder. Her first beauty contest was the 
'Binibining Pilipinas 2013'. She was the 'first runner-up'. She participated in 

the 'Binibining Pilipinas 2015' as a representative of Cagayan de Oro and 
won the title, paving the path for bigger victories. Pia Alonzo walked away 

with the “Miss Universe” title at the Miss Universe Pageant 2015 held on 
December 20 at The Axis, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA. The 26- year old beauty 
set the stage ablaze with her poise, incredible class and talent in her exotic 

gorgeous ball gown and costumes. She was crowned by her predecessor, 
Paulina Vega. As Miss Universe, Pia aspires to lead the youth and to spread 

awareness about HIV, especially in Philippines.  



 
 
 

 

Source: http://successstory.com/people/pia-alonzo-wurtzbac 

 
1. Can you identify with any of the characters mentioned – Manny 

Pacquio and Pia Alonzo Wurtzbach? In what ways?  
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. What lessons can you learn from the character you have chosen?  
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

3.  How would you like your life story to be told? Share/write your own 
future story. 
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Great Job! You did well in your previous activity. Now, let us check your 
understanding of the lesson through creating your own “Recipe of Success”. 
Assessing your own development is incomplete without identifying your own goals 
in life. Your development can be more purposeful if they are directed to the 
achievement of your goals.  
 
 

Activity 6. My Recipe of Success! 
 

Instruction: Make your own recipe of success. It must directed to the 
achievement of your goal. Identify your goal (you may refer to the previous 

activity of aspects of self-inspired by the success stories) and break it down 
into a recipe. 
 

 Review the success stories of Manny Pacquiao and Pia Alonzo. What 
do you think was the recipe for the success of these well featured 

individuals? Remember that these successful people are not perfect but they 
have strived to be the best version of themselves. They have good 

characteristics, right decisions and right perspectives.  Focus on the process 

 

What I Have Learned 

A REAL WINNER is one who is able to: 
• win over his/her battles and difficulties in life and turns them into a learning and glorifying 
experience;  
• find meaning in pleasant and unpleasant events in his life;  
• live in peace with difficult people and difficult situations;  
• win the goodwill of others, their respect and admiration;  
• get what he wants using win-win strategies; never at the expense of others;  
• discover and use opportunities to his best advantage  
• develop and use his talents and abilities to the best advantage and in so doing, make  
 

http://successstory.com/people/pia-alonzo-wurtzbac


 
 
 

 

Reading: THE STORY OF THE TWO WOLVES  
The following is an  
old Cherokee Indian story  
that is enlightening and  
helpful.  
One evening an old  
Cherokee told his grandson  
about a battle that goes on  
inside people. He said, "My  
son, the battle is between  
two wolves inside us all."  
"It is a terrible fight  
and it is between two  
wolves. One is evil - he is  
anger, envy, sorrow, regret,  
greed, arrogance, self-pity,  
guilt, resentment, inferiority,  
lies, false pride, superiority,  
and ego." He continued,  
"The other is good - he is  
joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, kindness, benevolence, empathy,  
generosity, truth, compassion, and faith. The same fight is going on inside you - and  
inside every other person, too."  
The grandson thought about it for a minute and then asked his grandfather,  
"Which wolf will win?"  
The old Cherokee simply replied, "The one you feed". 

rather than the rewards. Remember that these individuals have devoted 
much hard work, focus and time in order for them to be the persons they 
are now.  

 
Example: 

 

Wow! It’s good to know that you are almost done. I hope you now 

have a deeper understanding of how your mind directs your emotions and 

actions.  Are you now ready to apply what you have learned in this 

module in real life applications? Can you control your mind?   

Read the story below  about “Two wolf” and answer the questions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What I Can Do 

 

 

 

1  TEASPOON IMAGINATION 
 ½ CUP OF GOODWILL  
1  spoon   OF POSITIVITY 
 ¾  CUP OF OF good  IDEAS  
1  pound OF courage  
 4  SPOONFULS OF TEAMWORK  
1  bag  trust to my self   
3  TABLESPOONS OF CHALLENGE  
1  BAG OF HOPE 

1  sack of FAITHFULNESS 
1  sack of trust in God 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

Knowing which wolf to feed is the first step towards recognizing you 

have control over your own self. Have you ever had thoughts, feelings or 
acted in ways that were unacceptable to yourself but felt powerless to 

control? The purpose of this story is to help you find ways to manage your 
mind so that you can live your life more in accordance with what your own 
judgment says is best for you.  

As we grow up, we gradually become aware of the many things in the 
external world which are largely beyond our ability to control. These include 

other people in general and most events in our lives. Initially this is difficult 
to accept, but a more shocking realization is that there are many things 
about ourselves that we seem powerless to control. Some of these are our 

own thoughts, feelings, and actions which unfortunately can be the source 
of much distress. It may be thoughts such as “I cannot stop hating my 
teacher for not giving me high grades.” It may involve an emotion e.g. “My 

girlfriend left me and I cannot stop feeling sad, lonely and unloved.” It can 
also be in the form of a behaviour such as the inability to control one's 

craving for food such as cakes and chocolates.”  
But are we indeed really powerless to control our own maladaptive 

thoughts, feelings and actions? The grandfather’s answer "The one you feed" 

is deceivingly simple. The results of psychological research indicate that 
there are at least four important concepts or ideas implied by the answer:  

1. The mind is not the unitary entity it seems to us but consists of 
different parts. For example in the story there are the two wolves and the 
“you” that chooses between them.  

2. These parts of the mind/brain can interact and be in conflict with 
each other i.e. the two wolves fight for dominance over our mind and 

behavior.  

3. The “you” has the ability to decide which wolf it will feed.  

4. Having made a choice, “you” can decide specifically how to “feed” or 
nurture the selected wolf.  

Source: http://www.psychologymatters.asia/article/65/the-story-of-the-two-wolves-
managing-your-thoughts-feelings-and-actions.html 

 

Activity 6. THE POWER TRIAD: THOUGHTS, FEELINGS AND ACTIONS 
 

Instruction: Write  your thoughts, feelings and opinions on the following 
questions. By taking time to do this, you will learn to better manage your 
mind, feelings, and actions and consciously feeding the good wolf in you.  

 
The STORY OF THE TWO WOLVES gives rise to a number of 

questions.  

 
1. How aware are you of the two different opposing “wolves” operating 

within your mind, one of which leads to pain and a diminished sense of life 
and the other to a joyous, meaningful, and fulfilling life?  

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

http://www.psychologymatters.asia/article/65/the-story-of-the-two-wolves-managing-your-thoughts-feelings-and-actions.html
http://www.psychologymatters.asia/article/65/the-story-of-the-two-wolves-managing-your-thoughts-feelings-and-actions.html


 
 
 

 

 

1. When was the time you feel disappointed by the choice of behavior 

because you knew that there was a more positive option but you just 
didn’t choose it?  
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. What ways or techniques or exercises do you use to strengthen 
yourself so as to increase its potency to choose and hence control your 
life?  

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
3. In what specific ways do you feed the negative wolf?  

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. What specific ways do you use to feed the positive wolf?  
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
  Congratulations! You are now about to test what you have learned from this 
module. Read each question carefully and encircle the letter of your answer. 
 

1. Which developmental aspect is tangible and obvious? 
a. Body/ Physical aspect  c. Emotional Aspect 
b. Cognitive/ mental Aspects d. Social Aspects 

 
2. Which aspects are most feared aspect of the self, as individuals are reluctant 

and not prepared to manage them? 
a. Body/ Physical aspect  c. Emotional Aspect 
b. Cognitive/ mental Aspects d. Social Aspects 

 
3. Which aspect refers to patterns of thinking which includes reasoning, ability to 

learn, remembering and solving problems? 
a. Body/ Physical aspect  c. Emotional Aspect 
b. Cognitive/ Mental Aspects d. Social Aspects 

 
4. Which aspects of self affects your state of being, and are very important in 

dealing with people and events? 
a. Body/ Physical aspect  c. Emotional Aspect 
b. Cognitive/ mental Aspects d. Social Aspects 

 

 
 
Assessment 

 
 



 
 
 

 

 
5.  Which type of development refers to different aspect of the individual –mental, 

emotional, social and spiritual- are in harmony or balanced? 
a. Holistic Development  c. Partially Development 
b. Human Development  d. Adolescence Development 

 
6. Which aspects are related to your sense?  

a. Interactional/Social aspects c. Sensual Aspects 
b. Nutritional Aspects  d.  Contextual Aspects 

 
7. Which aspects are related to your relationship with other people, peers, friends 

or family? 
a. Interactional/Social aspects c. Sensual Aspects 
b. Nutritional Aspects  d.  Contextual Aspects 

 
8. Which aspect refers to your reaction to light, temperature, space, weather, 

colors, sound and seasons and your impact on the environment? 
a. Sensual Aspect   c. Interactional Aspect 
b. Contextual Aspects  d. Nutritional Aspect 

 

9. Which aspects are related to how you keep yourself healthy by managing the 
food you take and taking exercise? 

a. Sensual Aspect   c. Spiritual Aspects 
b. Contextual Aspects  d. Nutritional Aspect 
c.  

10.  Which aspects are related to your feelings about yourself and organized 
religion, reactions about your spiritual connections to others, feelings 

about your spiritual development and history, and thought about your 
metaphysical self? 

a. Sensual Aspect   c. Spiritual Aspects 
b. Contextual Aspects  d. Nutritional Aspect 

 

11. The story of “The Two Wolves”. Which characteristics are represent by 

the white wolf? 
a. Love, serenity, humility, kindness and benevolence  
b. Self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, and lies 

c. Self-pity, guilt, resentment, kindness and benevolence 
d. Serenity, humility, kindness and lies. 

 

12.   The following are Aspects of Development. Which of the following is 

NOT the aspect of development. 
a. Physical Aspect   c. Spiritual Aspect 
b. Holistic Aspect   d. Nutritional Aspect 

 

13. Which statement best shows the Power of Triad? 
 

a. The mind learns what to do and communicates the information to 
the body and the feelings. What the mind believes, the body 

manifests or acts on, and the emotions feel, or respond with. 



 
 
 

 

 
b. The emotion learns what to do and communicates the information 

to the mind and the body. What the emotion feels, the body 

manifests or acts on, and the mind believes, or respond with. 
 

 
c. The body learns what to do and communicates the information to 

the mind and the feelings. What the mind believes, the mind 

manifests or believe on, and the emotions feel, or respond with. 
 

d. None of the above 
 

14. The story of “The Two Wolves”. Which characteristics are represent by 

the black wolf? 
a. Love, serenity, humility, kindness and benevolence  
b. Self-pity, guilt, resentment, kindness and benevolence 

c. Serenity, humility, kindness and lies 
d. Self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, and lies. 

 
15. Which statement best describe the nature of holistic development? 

a. In holistic development all aspects are in balanced, work 

harmoniously and are given equal attention or importance for 
improvement. 
 

b. In holistic development mental aspect is given much attention and 
importance than other aspects. 

 
 

c. In holistic development Physical aspects is the focused of the 

development. 
 

d. Holistic development all aspects are given but NOT equal attention. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

RUBRIC FOR INDIVIDUAL WORK (REFLECTION PAPERS) 

                                      Exemplary  Sufficient  Minimal  Beginning  

                                   5 points  4 points  3 points  2 point  

Self-disclosure / 
Depth of 
reflection  

Student demonstrates 
an in-depth reflection 
on, and personalization 
of the theories, 
concepts, and/or 
strategies presented in 
the course materials. 
Viewpoints and 
interpretations are 
insightful and well 
supported. Clear, 
detailed examples from 
personal experiences 
are provided, as 
applicable.  

Student 
demonstrates a 
general reflection 
on, and 
personalization of, 
the theories, 
concepts, and/or 
strategies 
presented in the 
course materials. 
Viewpoints and 
interpretations are 
supported. 
Appropriate 
examples are 
provided from 
personal 
experiences, as 
applicable.  

Student 
demonstrates a 
minimal reflection 
on, and 
personalization of, 
the theories, 
concepts, and/or 
strategies 
presented in the 
course materials. 
Viewpoints and 
interpretations are 
unsupported or 
supported with 
flawed arguments. 
Examples are not 
provided or are 
irrelevant to the 
assignment.  

Student 
demonstrates a 
lack of reflection 
on, or 
personalization of, 
the theories, 
concepts, and/or 
strategies 
presented in the 
course materials. 
Viewpoints and 
interpretations are 
missing, 
inappropriate, 
and/or 
unsupported. 
Examples are not 
provided.  

Connection to 
outside 
experiences  

Student makes in-
depth synthesis of 
thoughtfully selected 
aspects of experiences 
related to the topic and 
makes clear 
connections between 
what is learned from 
outside experiences 
and the topic.  

Student goes into 
some detail 
explaining some 
specific ideas or 
issues from outside 
experiences 
related to the topic 
and makes general 
connections 
between what is 
learned from 
outside 
experiences and 
the topic.  

Student goes into 
little detail 
explaining some 
specific ideas or 
issues from outside 
experiences 
related to the topic 
and m very few 
connections 
between what is 
learned from 
outside 
experiences and 
the topic.  

Student merely 
identifies some 
general ideas or 
issues from outside 
experiences 
related to the topic.  

Connection to 
readings  

Student makes in-
depth synthesis of 
thoughtfully selected 
aspects of readings 
related to the topic and 
makes clear 
connections between 
what is learned from 
readings and the topic. 
Includes reference to at 
least two readings 
other than those 
assigned for class.  

Student goes into 
more detail 
explaining some 
specific ideas or 
issues from 
readings related to 
the topic and 
makes general 
connections 
between what is 
learned from 
readings and the 
topic. Includes 
reference to at 
least one reading 
other than those 
assigned for class.  

Student goes into 
little detail 
explaining some 
specific ideas or 
issues from 
readings related to 
the topic and 
makes general 
connections 
between what is 
learned from 
readings and the 
topic.  

Student identifies 
some general 
ideas or issues 
from readings 
related to the topic. 
Readings are only 
those assigned for 
the topic.  



 
 
 

 

Connection to 
class 
discussions & 
unit objectives  

Student synthesizes, 
analyzes and evaluates 
thoughtfully selected 
aspects of ideas or 
issues from the class 
discussion as they 
relate to this topic.  

Student 
synthesizes clearly 
some directly 
appropriate ideas 
or issues from the 
class discussion as 
they relate to this 
topic.  

Student attempts 
to synthesize some 
directly appropriate 
ideas or issues 
from the class 
discussion as they 
relate to this topic.  

Student has 
difficulty restating 
some general 
ideas or issues 
from the class 
discussion as they 
relate to this topic.  

 
 

 

 
Additional Activities 

 
I hope you have a learned a lot from the activities in this module. This 

additional activity is expected to enrich your knowledge and to seal the positive 
your thoughts. 
 

Activity 7:  I am in control! 
 

Instruction:  Create your own slogan declaring that you’re in control of your thoughts. 

Positive thinking will lead you positive action and result.  

  NOTE: You can draw, paint or use indigenous materials. Be Creative and Innovative! 

 

Materials  needed: 

 1 pcs 
 

Example:  

    My Slogan 

By:  THE BHAGAVAD GITA 

 



 
 
 

 

    

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What’s It 

Order of answer varied on 

the student’s needs 

Determination.  
Self-confidence  
Persistence  
Managing stress 
Problem-solving skills.  
Creativity 

Generating Ideas 

 

What I know 

1. A. 

2.C.  

3.B.  
4.C.  

5.A.  

6.C.  

7.A. 

8.B.  

9.D 

10.C.  

11.B. 

12.A.  

13.A.  

14.A. 

15.B. 

Assessment 

1.D.  
2.B.  
3.D.  
4.D.  
5.A.  
6.C.  
7.D.  
8.A.  
9.C.  
10.C. 
11.A. 
12.B 
13.A 
14.D 
15.A 

 
 

Additional Activities 

 Students answer may varied 

on students’ preferences  
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For inquiries or feedback, please write or call: 
 
Department of Education – SOCCSKSARGEN 
Learning Resource Management System (LRMS) 
 

Regional Center, Brgy. Carpenter Hill, City of Koronadal 
 

Telefax No.: (083) 2288825/ (083) 2281893 
 

Email Address: region12@deped.gov.ph 
 

 

DISCLAIMER 

This Self-learning Module (SLM) was developed by DepEd SOCCSKSARGEN 

with the primary objective of preparing for and addressing the new normal. 

Contents of this module were based on DepEd’s Most Essential Learning 

Competencies (MELC). This is a supplementary material to be used by all 

learners of Region XII in all public schools beginning SY 2020-2021. The 

process of LR development was observed in the production of this module. 

This is version 1.0. We highly encourage feedback, comments, and 

recommendations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


